Work Report - Institute Sports Council 2017-18

Name: Anand Gaurav
Roll Number: 150110057
Post: Institute Athletics Secretary

Part 1: Administrative and Maintenance Work
- Took approval and successfully managed the soiling of athletics track before monsoon
- Purchased rubber discus and other necessary athletics equipments worth 23k
- Put the approval for barricade around first 6 lanes of athletics track
- Coordinated with Red bull and Impact run in conducting events & managed sponsorship
- Put the approval and work in motion for long jump pit sand and shifting of long jump pit

Part 2: Events
- Successfully conducted Wings For Life World app Run for the first time
- Smoothly organised the PG Athletics General Championship
- Smoothly organised Freshie and Sophie Crossy with more than 150 participation in both
- Organised Inaugural run for publicity of IIT Bombay Runner’s Club lunch
- Conducted Athletics advanced summer camp and Inter IIT pre camp trial to scout new talents

Part 3: Institute Teams
- Initiated “Athlete of the Month” award incentive to appreciate & encourage regular athlete/s
- Sent team to Sportsaga, Sportsfest of ICT to give them exposure of competition in even sem
- Managed to get approval for participation of athletics team in Udghosh, Sports fest of IITK
- Appointed “Events representative” for more personal attention to every athletes
- Shifted high jump Matt to indoor Kho-Kho court to ensure high & long jump practice during rain
- Made a Performance Chart to keep the track of improvement in performance of every athlete

Part 4: Miscellaneous
- Launched IIT Bombay Runners club & coordinating with volunteers in organising events
- Restarted IIT Bombay Athletics page for branding and increase reach of athletics in institute
- Shifted pole vault pit outside athletics track to continue practice during maintenance of ground
- Actively involved in conduction of SSOF and Get.Set.Fit fitness program
- Leading a tech team of four, who is Working on a “Sprint accurate timing measuring device”
- Introduced Boys’ and Girls’ Sophie Crossy winners trophy to increase participation

Part 5: Declaration
I hereby declare that all the mentioned information is true to the best of my knowledge.

Readers can freely contact me at anandgaurav2298@gmail.com for feedback on the current work and for suggestions regarding athletics at IIT Bombay.